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Peter Forrester

The Bandora Today, and how I make it , with some remarks about orpharions.
The bandora, unusually, is recorded as having been invented. “In the fourth yere of Queen
Elizabeth, Iohn Rose, dwelling in Bridewell, devised and made an Instrument with wyer
strings, commonly called the Bandora and left a son, far excelling himselfe in making,
Bandores, Voyal de Gamboes, and other Instruments.”1 Both father and son were called John
and there is some question of when the elder died, and to which of them the extant
instruments should be attributed. At present, bandoras are primarily used as the bass plucked
instrument of the late Elizabethan mixed consort for which some delightful music exists or
can be reconstructed. As a continuo instrument it was in use until the end of the 17th century
in England and Germany. There is only a limited, and earlier, solo repertoire of around 95
pieces, but it contains some very fine music by Holborne, Ferrabosco and others that
frequently demands quite difficult left-hand stretches. The solo music is earlier than the
consort pieces we have, a few are for a five-course instrument.
An instrument still exists at Helmingham Hall2 in Suffolk, traditionally, but almost certainly
not presented as a christening present to the Tollemache family by Queen Elizabeth I. It has
been extensively written about and named variously as Queen Elizabeth’s lute, a penorcon, a
cittern and, by Canon Galpin, a bandora. Since 1960 it has been called an orpharion following
articles by Donald Gill in the Galpin Society and Lute Society Journals. It is a very beautiful
instrument and Gill felt that such workmanship and association with the Queen required the
classical name ‘orpharion’, combining Orpheus and Arion, rather than the more mundane
‘bandora’.3 As Gill himself later admitted, this was perhaps unfortunate, further research,
primarily by Ian Harwood, showing that it is a small bandora, originally made for 5 courses
but later converted to 6, perhaps for an attempted tuning similar to a lute. Its string length fits
a small bandora with a top string at d’, a fourth higher than the larger bandora (and also listed
in Praetorius’ Syntagma Musicum) but which would in 1580 (from the label) have still been
too long for the usual lute tuning at g’ with the wire then available. Stronger iron wire than
formerly was being produced at this time by the Company of Mineral and Battery Works in
Tintern on the Welsh border, but the string lengths given by Talbot and the existing orpharion
by Palmer suggest that it was never strong enough for the top string to be reliably tuned to a
g’ at Rose’s string length. There is a reference towards the end of the century which seems to
confirm this, suggesting that some orpharions were being played with a top string not of iron,
but perhaps of gut or silk. 4 Later another strong iron wire was being produced in Nuremburg
by Jobst Meuler until he was put out of business.5 ‘Orpharion’ as an instrument name seems
not to have been in use until around 1590.
The most likely scenario for Rose’s instrument is that it was built as a 5 course bandora for a
wealthy patron, meriting both the beautifully inlaid inscription “CYMBALVM
DECACHORDON” - 10 stringed - and the large carved scallop shell attached to its back,
perhaps as a rebus, or perhaps symbolising Neptune or another sea-god for a masque in 1580.
Shortly, perhaps very shortly afterwards it was rebuilt with an extra course and more
decoration hurriedly applied, particularly on the belly where the inlay, which would usually be
done before the belly was attached, can be seen to have been made later, because the knife has
gone completely through in places, necessitating the belly’s removal and a large patch beneath
the bridge. The decoration around the peg positions on the peg plate fits so well with the two

extra central pegs that it too probably dates from this rebuilding. The head of Orpheus is
comparatively crude and may be a later replacement. The original ending to the peg-plate was
probably a scroll like some viols, including by the elder John Rose, and some Italian citterns.

The Shape. There is only this higher-pitched Rose bandora to serve as a model, so it is
necessary to also refer to the limited number of contemporary representations, most of which
differ quite considerably from the Rose, and to the surely relevant Palmer orpharion. The
Rose has a continuously undulating outline to the belly, all the others add a sharp indentation
near the bridge. This undulation works like corrugated iron or a ‘crinkle-crankle’ wall to give
stiffness to the comparatively shallow body. I know of only three reconstructions of the small
bandora (there are other copies of the Rose as an orpharion), two of which I made myself
and used my larger instruments as a model. It might be sensible to use the Rose? Sufficient
information is probably contained in Harwood’s booklet from the Lute Society, and John
Pringle made a drawing which may be obtainable.

The Rose bandora seems to be the only 16th c. wire-strung instrument extant to use a peg
plate. Some Italian citterns have their pegs inserted into a block from above, but all bandora
pictures show a peg-box. Presumably Rose was familiar with plates on 4 course guitars like
that on Morlaye’s books - he gifted a set of three guitars to the Queen as a New Year gift in
15596 - and combined this with the scrolls that he knew on viols. His neck, and those on
pictures of bandoras, are also viol-shaped rather than the cut-away cittern form. The Palmer
orpharion does have a cut-away, but this reduces weight under the wider 9 course fingerboard.
The Rose fingerboard is not colour-coded, although the inlaid knot patterns, different for each
fret, must have helped a little with identification. The Palmer orpharion and contemporary
citterns do have colour-coded frets, so it seems safe to assume that bandoras usually did also,
using the same pattern of light and dark as citterns. Certainly they are useful in practice.

For the larger instrument I found that a series of curves imposed on the outline of a
contemporary lute produce something very similar to Praetorius’ woodcut and other
representations. At some time, using twisted wire strings and an angled bridge it became
possible to equip the bandora with a 7th course which became its full complement. Barley’s
instruction book of 1596 still uses a six course illustration although seven fingered courses
are included in some of his tablatures.

The depth of the Rose bandora sides tapers from the heel towards the bridge, like citterns.
Pictures though, seem to show a parallel? back and front, which could be interpreted as a
gentle taper in the other direction like the Palmer orpharion and most 16th and 17th c. guitars.
This is what I use, although at least one well-sounding full-size bandora by Bruce Brook
follows the Rose. We are agreed that a taper in either direction is somehow beneficial. Extra
depth at the heel would give extra strength at this joint.
For the larger instrument’s dimensions we have Praetorius’ scaled woodcut, and James
Talbot’s manuscript from the end of the 17th century. I have used both and find that
Praetorius’ work well at A-440, and Talbot’s at A-415.

A carving of two bandoras from a staircase originally in William Cecil, Lord Burghley’s
house at Theobalds shows a 6 course instrument behind with a parallel bridge and nut, and a 7
course instrument in front with nut and bridge at an angle. It was Lord Burghley as Lord
Chancellor to Queen Elizabeth, who had permitted and encouraged the setting up of the
Company of Mineral and Battery Works at Tintern for brass production (for ordnance) and the
wireworks.

Mersenne7 (Chapman’s translation) says ‘As for its back, it is flat, or at least it is not so
convex as that of the lute; its sides are 2, 3 or 4 fingers in thickness (depth), depending on the
wish of the manufacturer; and there is no need of a mould to construct it, but only a pattern
for cutting out the sound-board, to which it is easy to apply the slats, (sides) as in making the
guitar,...'

Following Mersenne I use a pattern to outline the exterior of the body and now include the
sheet of hardboard of belly thickness at the belly/neck joint position, as shown, to enable the
fingerboard to have a continuous joint with the neck and belly. I have made two or three
bandoras with flat backs (like the Palmer orpharion) but find that a slightly bombé back makes
a stiffer and more satisfactory instrument, and use it for orpharions for the same reason. The
back mould shown hanging in a dusty corner of the workroom is constructed like a lute’s toast
rack and has been used for three sizes of bandora - at d’ and at a at A-415 and A-440, for
copies of the Palmer orpharion, and two violas da mano. All the ‘ribs’ have the same
curvature, but the strakes of the instruments’ backs taper. Each crossing between rib and strake
is flattened like a lute mould. This means that each strake, apart from the central one, is
slightly twisted, and increasingly so further from the centre. Again, this gives stiffness to the
body. Alternatively it would be quite possible to make the mould as a section of a cone which
would omit the twist. As with my citterns, the central strake has two straight edges to which
the adjacent strakes have a very slight curve obtained by running a pair of compasses or
something similar between. The increasing twist is ignored by keeping the plane used at a
constant angle with itself. This all sounds difficult but is quite easy in practice.
Two of the templates in the photograph below are for transverse and longitudinal sections of
the mould. The third will be found invaluable for drawing up the bandora (or an orpharion)
and again later when positioning the bridge and nut. It is a full-size plan of the strings between
bridge and nut. Most of the individual frets can wait until later, after the instrument is strung
up for the first time, but it will be a guide to the arrangement of the bridge and nut on the
surface of the instrument’s neck and belly. Fanned frets will be necessary if more than six

courses are to be used. When drawing up the pattern the distances between strings and
between courses will determine the nut and bridge widths. It is advantageous if the spacings
in the bass, especially at the bridge, gradually increase. These widths should be measured at
right-angles to the centre line, not along the bridge as - especially for an orpharion - the
bridge would result in uncomfortably close courses. The fifth fret, at one quarter of the string
lengths, is at a good position to be at right angles to the centre line, making the angling of the
frets as little as possible, and this determines the position and angles of nut and bridge. The
strings are of course the most important part of the instrument, the rest being merely to
support and amplify their sound, so designing the instrument starts here. Following Rose,
Barley, and Praetorius, I place the body/neck joint at roughly the 11th fret. This happens to
position the 12th fret a short distance onto the body - a similar placement to the 5 course
guitar’s later.
For the angled bridge of the bandora, and even more for the orpharion, the body and neck will
need to be set at an angle. This moves the bass side of the bridge further from the side of the
instrument, both freeing the sound of the bass strings and making the bridge less likely to
delaminate. My own earlier instruments probably erred in reducing this angle too much for
the sake of symmetry inherited from cittern and lute building. On the Museum’s plan of the
Palmer orpharion which I possess, this angle is too much. I spent some hours comparing
photographs, from various sources, but all attempting to be square-on to the instrument,
endeavouring to prove this. A very small deviation will produce quite a difference, so results
ranged from 1.5 degrees to just under 3 degrees... The drawing gives between 4 and 5
degrees. Eventually I realised that there was an easier way. By joining the bridge pins with the
notches in the nut on the plan and comparing these string positions over the rose with a
photograph it became clear that they did not match. So, if constructing a nine course
orpharion I can suggest that an angle somewhere between 2.5 and 3 degrees is quite
sufficient. For the seven course bandora between 1.0 and 1.5 degrees will work. If the bridge
is going to come loose, it will start from the bass. Under string tension the bass end of the
bridge will rise quite markedly, and the treble end may drop very slightly. The likelihood of a
loose bridge can be reduced by making the bass extension - the bit beyond the hitch pins - a
little longer than that on the treble side, and thinning it so that it is bendable to some extent
and thus more likely to move with, rather than against, the rise in the belly.

Musicians should be warned that metal
strings’ lack of ‘stretchiness’ compared with
gut or nylon - which they will have noticed
during tuning, also means that metal strings,
when affected by temperature, react more
forcefully. The transition from a warm,
probably humid concert hall to a cold winter
night can easily add up to ten kilograms to the
tension on the bridge of a bandora.
This happens to be the last A-440 bandora I
made, in 2012. The closeness of the camera
slightly exaggerates the perspective, reducing
the width of the bridge and nut compared with
the 12th fret. The angle between neck and
body is one degree. If I was making it today, I
think I would make it a little more, giving
more space around the bass end of the bridge
and reducing that around the treble. Perhaps
an extra 5mm or so added to the total length
would be advantageous too. A photo of the
belly only is more convincing.

A bandora at d’ made in 2013 shows a slight
further advance. It is necessary to forgo the
symmetry of the strings over the rose, as is
done on the Palmer, although I suspect from
photos that Palmer may have moved the rose
very slightly....

Both bandoras and orpharions were played with other instruments, so needed their fixed frets
to match the tuning of other instruments. Today this will usually be some form of meantone

and the commonest in use seems to be 1/6th comma. The 2012 bandora above and its drawing
happen to be in 1/4th for a particular repertoire. Cittern repertoire seems to avoid enharmonics
deliberately, making fret setting easier. For my first bandoras, I read through all of Holborne’s
solos that I could find, noting all of the enharmonics that occurred in chords. Those in runs, I
considered would be fleeting and could be ignored. Difficulties happen on the 1st, 4th and 6th
frets. The 1st is the most problematical, demanding A, B and E flats with C and G sharps.
Tastini seems the only solution here as the first fret is so often in use and particularly difficult
to pull or push strings into tune on. The 4th fret is mostly at the sharp position but has a quite
frequently used a flat on the second course. The 6th fret is mostly at the flat position, but has
rarely used sharps on the 3rd, 4th and 7th courses. I have sometimes used tastini on all three
frets, more often omitting that on the 6th. For the bandora shown, the customer decided that
the one on the 4th fret would also be unnecessary. On the 1st fret, only the A flat on the 4th
course is frequently used, almost all the music is played behind the frets as they are, so in
practice a stepped fret might be an alternative. There is, of course, no evidence of tastini on
actual wire-strung instruments, or in paintings during this period, although there is some on
their gut-strung companions. The illustrations in Fludd’s Liber Sextus are not such as inspire
confidence, however his picture of the bandora fingerboard (courses reversed) does show the
expected 15 frets, while his general view could be read as having 18 - 15 plus 3 extra at my
‘tastinied’ positions.

As shown above on the smaller d’ bandora, I’ve found that tastini on the first fret are still
desirable, but have omitted them on the 4th and 6th frets. Coincidentally, the orpharion could
also use tastini on the same three frets except that the spacing on the shorter string length
makes their use when playing more difficult, and my customers seem to have found it more
satisfactory if these frets are placed at an average of their meantone positions - quite close to,
though not exactly those of equal temperament - with the other frets remaining at 1/6 comma.
The construction photographs in the following sequence are of various bandoras so will show
occasional differences.
Bandoras and orpharions, like viols, require some kind of finial, usually a human or animal
head, to finish off the top of the pegbox. These are integral with the neck and neck block, so

need to be finished before the body of the bandora is built.When it is complete, pad and wrap
it carefully until everything else is glued up. Pepys bought a bass viol in 1663 and seems to
have visited his maker, a Mr Wise in Bishopsgate street, more than necessary while it was
built. His ‘Carver’ worked in Wapping, some distance away, and visited Pepys to receive
instructions for a ‘neat’ head some time before the viol itself was commenced. Wise and the
‘Carver’ were paid separately, the carver receiving ten shillings and Wise three pounds.
My preference is for a slipper foot to the neck block, although the Rose has a lute-type block,
and the Palmer orpharion’s is perhaps similar, as seen by X-ray, but the instrument has not
been opened recently. Given a known depth for the bottom block and heel, the longitudinal
template above is used to shape the slipper outline first. The lateral shape of the slipper has
then to be shaped to fit against the back. The inside shape of the slipper is best tidied up
before fitting the sides.

I prefer a wedged joint as found in Italian bombé-backed guitars. This will require some
patience to fit the curve of the side into its curved slot, although brute force and straight lines
may be preferred. Bend the sides to shape. Decide exactly where the slots will be situated
relative to the centre line at the body/neck joint. Cut each side to fit the angle of the heel, not
forgetting to add the depth of the slot! Cut the slot. If your sides are accurately bent, the
easiest way to form the wedges (from a softwood) is to shape the curved surface against the
bandora’s side, followed by removing surplus thickness from the flat surface against the
block. Hopefully photographs should make the sequence clear.
Once glued the final length of the sides can be found, preferably with them held firmly against
the mould using a collection of off-cuts and wedges as shown in the photos. Leave them
slightly too long while the lower bout is cut exactly to length with rectangular section blanks

at either end to be finished as ‘fillets’. Ordinary household
clothes pegs are ideal clamps for these joints.
The Rose bandora does not have a bottom block and there is no
absolute necessity to have one, but it will add gluing area
against string pressure, and support for an end pin if one is
needed. It is best glued in after the sides are shaped to fit the
back.
Shaping the sides/back joint is similar to the belly/side joint
described in my cittern construction articles, using a pair of
compasses and a firmly established distance between the back
and neck block equalling that between the back and the notional

end block. The back will also require
support laterally to ensure that the
sides are of equal depth. Some care
and patience are now needed to
remove the surplus depth of the sides
to fit the back comfortably. A coping
saw is quicker, but finishing with a
plane is still necessary, preserving
the angle of the joint, with occasional
referral to how the back is fitting.

A flat back would be easier but the curved one really does seem to produce a better
instrument. For several bandoras a mould could be made and I did once make one, but have
never used it. For this bandora, the bottom block had already been glued in.

The joint between back and sides is under strain in the area next to the neck block and I add
extra wood there to increase the gluing area. Some lining in the same position also, but
between sides and front could be wise. Due to the bad habit of bent wood to unwind at will,
the offcuts and tapes shown are needed to preserve the outline and verticality of the sides, For
this particular task they are removed and replaced as necessary.

Below: Gluing in the bottom block. Initially oversize to allow for the slope of the back. Also
gluing some extra lining next to the heel.

The back is glued in place using plenty of glue which will need remelting during the process
using heat and a little damping. Initially a network of string will keep it in the correct place.
Start from the neck joint. Attachment at the slipper and bottom block is easiest using heat
from a domestic iron before clamping. It will probably be necessary to make sure that the
sides remain vertical with a little judicious pushing against the interior supports. The back/
side joint between the blocks can be remelted progressively with a small soldering iron and a
wet brush, inserting scrap wood wedges to increase pressure above the joint.

Should the gluing be inadequate anywhere it can be rectified after the instrument has been
released from the building board, probably with the wet brush and soldering iron. After
trimming the back, tape is stretched across and around while the interior is finished off. I use
cotton tape between the back and sides, and a good quality watercolour rag paper for the
back joints. Two or three transverse bars will add stiffness. they can be very low and finish
on the outer strakes without reaching the sides. In the photo, the ‘linings’ at the heel have still
to be faired into the angle, and the bottom block will be reduced some more. Its gluing
surface with the back needs to be a larger area than that with the front. Before attaching the
belly, the sides can be scooped a little between the fingerboard and bridge, not more than
2mm, with the maximum depth between the rose and bridge. It should be very gradual, and
the treble side will be shorter and perhaps less deep than the bass.
The sound board thicknesses are suggested below, but I like a central ’spine’, thinning
towards the sides, especially the bass side of the lower bout.
The bridge requires a metal
saddle which can be merely a
thin brass rod set in a semicircular groove (as the Rose) or
a rectangular bar in a slot. I use
the latter, which has the
advantage of accepting a shim
of veneer or similar if the
bridge height should ever need
to be raised - as happened to
one of my earlier bandoras
recently.

The three rose designs which I use for bandoras and orpharions. That on the left is from the
Palmer orpharion. Centre from the V&A cittern 10/2, slightly developed, being larger than the
original. On the right is my own variation which I’ve used on the smaller bandoras at d’ and
on my one penorcon - bass orpharion. All are made from a ply of three layers of pear veneer, a
same-size layer of parchment, largely for strength, and a bottom parchment layer which
carries the detail and overlaps onto the soundboard. This usually places the rose around 1mm
below the soundboard surface and a ring of boxwood tidies the junction and hides any gaps.
Chamfering the underside of the belly could enable a flush rose if wished.
The rose and bridge need gluing in place before the barring is added. The rose is
straightforward. I use a not too strong glue which is allowed to partly set before the rose is
placed in position. When almost dry a low heat on the domestic iron will fasten it firmly. Too
wet or too hot will shrink the parchment
disastrously. The bridge does need to be well
glued. When making it, I glue size the bottom
surface immediately, before the rest of the
work, in order to prevent any contamination
from my fingers. The hitch pins should not be
too thin, not less than 1mm brass wire, and as
shown in the Rose photos, they need to be
carefully staggered from treble to bass. The
height of the bridge and its depth will be
tapered. You will find that the string does not
leave an angled bridge as a straight line, so
some experimentation will be necessary before
gluing. The final position is marked onto the
spruce with a scriber and sized. The underside
of the bridge is cleaned with a scraper. Belly
and bridge are glued and the bridge is held in
place by hand on a flat surface. When firm the glue has ‘grabbed’ - it is remelted on the
hot-plate at the back of the photo (free with
our cooker!) and clamped immediately.

The comparatively high tension and metal strings of bandoras makes their bridges the likeliest
of most instruments to come loose. Should it become necessary, I have in the past used a piece
of lightweight plywood of the same size as the body of the bridge, and glued immediately
below it, with 3 or 4 small brass screws into the bridge through the soundboard before regluing. This seems to have worked as a permanent repair with no acoustic damage that I could
distinguish.

Barring pattern of the d’ bandora above. The transverse bars are straight forward and echo the
fan of the frets. The treble bar starts under the bridge between the 1st and 2nd courses and is
deepest immediately under the bridge but tapers to almost nothing at the edge. The single fan
bar (I have sometimes used two on the larger bandora) tapers in the opposite direction. The
little positioning pieces can beneficially be longer here. Note one or two studs on the belly
joint.

Bars are thicker than for lutes - 5 to 6mm, but shallower. The grain is horizontal - parallel to
the surface of the belly. Those below the rose need to taper towards the bass side. During
construction they should be left slightly too deep and lowered gradually whilst tapping on and
listening to the belly’s response. There are several ways of doing this, and I suggest makers
should ask others and read about tap tuning. It is certainly beneficial, especially for the
beginning of the instrument’s life. I personally look for a rising zig-zag pattern to the sound also used by many violin makers, but there are other methods.
A little extra thickness lining the sides adjacent to the neck is recommended before gluing the
belly to the body. This is done much as usual, starting from the neck area with a damp brush
and the soldering iron to remelt glue where necessary, finishing at the bottom block. Back
again to the neck block with the domestic iron. As with gluing the back, some pressure in the
concave lengths of the sides may be necessary. When dry, the surplus is removed, and I
usually apply a thin coat of glue size, as a jelly, before fitting the purfling. The belly will be
thinner than a cittern, especially in the bass side of the lower bouts, so will need some care not
to cut completely through - as happened with the Rose! The size coat will make cutting the
softwood easier, although I do always find difficulty where the purfling and grain are aligned.
Eventually the belly will be left unvarnished. If a final coat of glue size is applied with alum
added it will tend to resist water-based liquids and a lot of the dirt of fingering. In black-andwhite photography, alum was the usual hardener used after the negative was developed, to
preserve it from damage. This could perhaps be applied now and renewed later if necessary?

When the rest of the instrument is sized before varnishing, alum must be omitted I find, as
there may be small crystals which can break through the varnish layers later.
Most of my instruments are built with a little extra width at the pegbox to be removed when
the fingerboard is fixed and the strings layout finalised. The fingerboard should ideally be of
quarter-grained wood. To determine its depth, place a block of wood at the nut position and of
the depth required here. Now place a reliable straight edge between this and the top of the
bridge. Measure the distance to the belly at the position of the 12th fret. From this you deduct
the action you are aiming at. I suggest 2 - 2.5 mm for the treble and 3.5 - 4 mm for the bass on
the bandora at a, perhaps a little less for that at d’. (When the fingerboard is in place, you will
need to put the strings on to find the fret positions, so the action can be checked then and
adjusted as necessary.) These measurements give the fingerboard’s side elevation. Again I
usually leave a little extra width at the nut, just in case! When the fingerboard is glued in
place, the first and seventh courses can be temporarily fitted to check the action and, using the
string layout template as in the photo above, the final width of fingerboard, neck and pegbox
can be decided.The fingerboard’s surface needs to be slightly hollowed to get a low action
without buzzing; something between 1.0 and 1.5 mm deep in the centre of a curve between
the first fret and the area of the 12th/13th fret. A high quality steel straight edge would enable
sufficient space/light to be observed over the length of the fingerboard.
I have always made my bandora and orpharion fingerboards exactly as I make cittern
fingerboards. The fixed bridge does introduce a difficulty which I shall describe below. Both
Rose and Palmer’s instruments have very low frets, described as about .0.3 mm deep. In the
case of the Rose, the spaces between are slightly scalloped. The description given of the
Palmer has no mention of scalloping, but (from photographs taken by the late Jörn Jörkov - I
haven’t personally seen the instrument) the walnut wedges seem to lean up to the fret’s
surface, with an otherwise flat fingerboard. Both instruments have the ends of the frets
covered. Modern fret wire could be used, but would need to be very low, or something akin
to the fret material of 19th c. guitars. The only objections seem to be authenticity and the
experience of musicians who find the slope of a scalloped fret easier to slightly adjust the

pitch when required. You will need to fit the nut in place, a length of .20mm wire at the ‘0’fret
position, and all the strings in place and at pitch with pegs fitted sufficiently well to be used.
Because pressing the string down to the fret sharpens the note more than its theoretical
position would give, the distance between the bridge and the 12th, octave fret needs to be
lengthened slightly. On a bandora, this will be about 2-3mm in the treble, 4-6mm in the bass.
Using my (ancient Korg) tuner and a loop of around .40mm - .50mm wire, I find the octave

position for the 12th fret for each string. (Doubling the loop adds in the eventual scallop, so a
single wire of the right diameter could be used if fret wire and no scallop is preferred?)
Adding the 5th and 7th frets is a useful check. This should automatically adjust the stringlengthening needed. How well it works for the player will depend also on his or her left-hand
grip. If everything comes out slightly flat, the scallops could be deepened, although this has
never happened for me. On the one occasion when it was too sharp I had to remove the fingerboard and replace it a couple of mm. further from the bridge.
The fret positions need to be marked separately for bass and treble and joined across. I check
all the notes on at least the first course. Fitting frets is as described in my 4 course cittern
series. Except that when being filed down, they are even more anxious to lift themselves from
their slots. They need to be chemically clean
when inserted and if using an epoxy follow the
instructions, especially for waiting time - which
may be three days. If the fret ends need to be
hidden, this should be done with the router after
inserting the wedges, but before fitting the frets
themselves. Blind slots will be needed beyond
the 12th fret. and the slots for the tastini will
need to be started with a knife. The ‘0’ fret will
need adjusting after the other frets are finished,
usually by being moved 2 - 3mm towards the
bridge in order that the first (and subsequent
frets) are at the required musical interval. Check with your tuner. One that shows the deviation
from equal temperament in cents is particularly suitable. In this photo, the pencil mark is the
original theoretical position, the wire is at the corrected position - not necessarily parallel to
the nut. The ‘0’ fret will need to be left the height of the wire above the other frets, and this
particular nut was moved towards the frets - which also usefully reduced the sharpness of the
angle of the strings.
Some Dimensions for the belly. Incomplete unfortunately as they go back many years.
Thicknesses which of course depended largely on the wood used so should only be used to
give some ideas rather than followed exactly. Left to right: treble bandora, treble bandora, 1/4
comma bandora (thicknesses missing), bandora, bandora, bandora, missing orpharion,
orpharion - all using the positions shown on the bandora drawing, all in cm.
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L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S

10
10
11
11
15
15
9.5
9.5
13
13
10
10
16
15
12
10
11
8+
6.5

7
7
8
8
26
24
8
8
11
11
8
8
13
12.5
9
7
7.5
6
6

11
11
14
14
18.5
18.5
10
10
16.5
16.5
10.5
10.5
18.5
17.5
14.5
13
11.5
9.5
8

12
12
16
16
19
19
10.5
10.5
17
17
13
13
20
20
15.5
13.5
13
11
8

11
11
13
13
16.5
16.5
9
9
16.5
16.5
11
11
17
17
13
11
10.5
8.5
8

13.5
13.5
15
15
20
20
11
11
15.5
15.5
11
11
20.5
20.5
15
13.5
13.5
11
8.5

T
U
V
W
X

2

1.5

2.5
3.5

2
4

3.5
5.5
2
1
3.5

3.5
5
3
3.5
2.5

2
4
2
2.5
1.5

3.5
5.5
3
3.5
2.5

14
16
16
16.5
12
10
7

14
16
13
15
9
8
2.5

Bar Heights for the orpharions.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

14.5
18
18
18
10.5
9.5
8

15
19
15
15
10
8
2.5

I find it interesting to see these height numbers
assembled together with so many correlations
between instruments built several years apart and
not referred back to during making, though I think
this must be a personal thing and that there are no
dimensions here which are mandatory. At the time
of building each instrument was an individual and
the heights were arrived at by tapping for a good
sound. The two smaller bandoras, and that for 1/4
comma are my most recent.
As visible in the photographs above, I use quite
long scallops for the bar ends, cut after the heights
have been finalised, 4 - 5 mm high next the sides.
Additional positioning pieces will be necessary
especially for the lower bout and could be in place,
and finished, before tap tuning if they are large. A
secondary reason for their presence is some
reinforcement for the comparatively thin, and to be
purfled, soundboard.
Some further dimensions. I must emphasise that
these are my own and that there is still opportunity for experiment and possible improvement.
When I made my first bandora around 1975, the wire available was not especially aimed at
instrument makers, so we were using steel until good iron wire became available for
harpsichord makers from Malcolm Rose in the UK. Most of my early bandoras were at A-

415, that seeming to be the preferred pitch then. Note that most bridges taper in both depth
and height. Heights are of the distance between the string and the soundboard, so include the
brass ‘cut-off’. Depth of body includes the thicknesses of back and soundboard - around 5
mm. in total.

depth at heel in mm.
depth at bottom block
maximum width
fingerboard width at nut
at body joint
string length treble
bass
6 course at A - 440, string length 712

440

415

treble

70-65
80-75
330
58
79
720-730
780

70
80
333
56
79
730
795

64
75
296
56
74
590
635

0.6-0.8

0.5-0.6

Depth of scallops
0.5-0.7
String heights at bridge, bass 7-8 mm. treble 6.5-7 mm.
Action at 12th fret, bass 3.25-3.75 mm. treble 2-2.5 mm.
Thicknesses for all, back 2.4 - 3.0 mm. sides 1.5 - 1.8 mm.

Recently I have found a better relation between the thicknesses of neck and fingerboard is by
angling the neck forward slightly. On the set-up above the hardboard thickness is around 3.5
mm. which gives the forward pitch of the neck some 1.0 mm. to the edge of the base-board,
around 1.5 mm. at the nut.
The pegs for orpharions particularly need to be long and comparatively thin to aid tuning. The
first modern bandora I knew belonged to, and I think was made by Jørn Jørkov who used it for
teaching through-bass. Its pegbox had a central spine which enabled the pegs to be shorter, and
hence perhaps easier to make accurately. The Plebanus cittern in Paris has something similar,
though as a result of alteration, not design. There is also an 18th c. ‘pandore en luth’ in
Brussels, and the illustration of a similar instrument in Diderot and d’Alembert’s
‘Encyclopédie’ which have the central spine as a part of the original design.
We have of course no original luthier’s instructions to apprentices, so some aspects of building
methods remain uncertain. This is how I have worked, there may be better ways of doing some
things. Some questions may be answered in previous articles on cittern building. I suggest that
would-be builders should have previously made a cittern or a related instrument, although I
know of one orpharion made some years ago by a novice builder still being used for teaching,
and a bandora in regular professional consort use.

Further reading
Lyle Nordstrum, The Bandora: Its Music and Sources, Michigan, 1992.
Donald Gill, The Orpharion and Bandora, Galpin Society Journal, 1960.
Donald Gill, An Orpharion by John Rose, Lute Society Journal, 1960.Donald Gill, James
Talbot’s Manuscript V. , The Wire-strung Fretted Instruments and the Guitar, Galpin Society
Journal, 1962.
Robert Hadaway, An instrument-maker’s Report on the Repair and Restoration of an
Orpharion, Galpin Society Journal, 1975.
Ian Harwood, op. cit. below.
Drawing and condition report for the Palmer orpharion by Darryl Martin, should be available as
a free PDF from: Musikhistorisk Museum of Copenhagen, Denmark
Drawing by John Pringle of the Rose bandora via http://www.pringleviols.com/.
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